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QUESTION 1

Which of the following configurations are not supported in a dynamic layout? 

A. Automatically change to a different layout format based on screen size 

B. Stack the fields by placing label above the value 

C. Set maximum threshold for the number of fields that a layout can contain 

D. Cell spacing between two fields 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Select the statements regarding data tables that are MOST accurate. (Choose Two) 

A. Fields can be page properties 

B. Fields can be single value properties 

C. There must be a unique key field 

D. Fields are not mapped to a database 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the effect of setting a rule availability to "Withdrawn"? (Choose Two) 

A. It prevents the rule from being chosen by rule resolution 

B. It prevents older versions of the same rule from being chosen by rule resolution 

C. It presents an error to the operator if the rule is chosen by rule resolution 

D. It prevents the rule from being copied 

E. It prevents further edits of the rule 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which UI component should you use to format the presentation of a property\\'s value? 

A. Inline Style Editor 
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B. Function rule 

C. Section 

D. Control rule 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

On the Class form, all concrete classes fall into which three of the following categories? (Choose Three) 

A. This class is a class group 

B. This class belongs to a class group 

C. This class is a work class 

D. This class does not belong to a class group. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 6

Auto-Complete can use same source list as of Dropdown 

A. true 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

When implementing a case type, the best course of action is to: 

A. Implement processes, then associate them with steps, and then identify stages 

B. Identify stages, then identify steps, and then implement processes 

C. Identify processes, then implement stages, and then add steps 

D. Implement stages, then identify steps, and then implement processes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

To open a bank account, an end user must identify whether they are employed full-time or part-time. In the user
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interface, this selection is implemented as a check box. When implementing the property referenced by the check box,
the property type should be: 

A. Integer 

B. Boolean 

C. Text 

D. TrueFalse 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What does "Build For Change? mean? (Choose One) 

A. Build applications without change control, in order to complete projects more quickly 

B. Launch applications as soon as possible so that performance testing can be done in Production 

C. Build applications that are more easily adaptable to inevitable business change 

D. Business architects initially build PRPC applications and system architects subsequently change them 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What\\'s is the recommended practice to copy properties values from a case to one of its subcases 

A. Data Propagation 

B. Data page 

C. Properties value are copied automatically, with no configuration needed 

D. Declare Expression 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

What extends a reusable class structure for a specific implementation? (Choose One) 

A. Framework layer 

B. Class Group 

C. Implementation layer 
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D. Production RuleSet 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following describes the function of a Class? (Choose Two) 

A. To facilitate deployment, making it straightforward to move rules from one system to another 

B. To assist with security in application development, providing groups with access to particular sets of rules 

C. To specialize functionality for different work types in the same application 

D. To specialize the process for different divisions in the same company 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which statement is true about pattern inheritance? 

A. It causes a class to inherit rules from parent classes, matching its prefix to the parent class name 

B. It only applies to work classes 

C. It makes it possible to define the parent explicitly, rather than by name 

D. It is executed after directed inheritance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

It is possible for you to notify a customer (work party) if a milestone is missed, using a service level. 

A. True. 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

The class layer that extends a reusable class structure for a specific implementation is called which of the following?
(Choose One) 

A. Framework layer 
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B. Work layer 

C. Implementation layer 

D. Top layer 

Correct Answer: C 
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